
Change these adjectives 
into adverbs using the 
suffix ‘ly’.

harsh                                                                                                                                                 

quick                                                                                                                                                

Match these words to their 
opposites:

load

tidy

lock

Tick the correct type of sentence.

Be quiet, Peter!

command

statement

Change one of these word pairs 
to the contraction.

Complete this sentence using it.

he is         will not         it is

                   Sunday tomorrow.

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy is                     TV 

with her brothers.

watching         watch         watched

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                      

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write them 
correctly four times to help him.

dloc                                                   

dnim                                                   

srM                                                   
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unlock

unload

untidy
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Change these adjectives into 
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

harsh harshly

quick quickly

Match these words to their 
opposites:

load

tidy

lock

Tick the correct type of sentence.

Be quiet, Peter!

command

statement

Change one of these word pairs 
to the contraction.

Complete this sentence using it.

he is         will not         it is

It's Sunday tomorrow.

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy is                     TV with her 

brothers.

watching         watch         watched

Lucy is watching TV with her 
brothers.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write them 
correctly four times to help him.

dloc cold cold cold cold

dnim mind mind mind mind

srM Mrs Mrs Mrs Mrs
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unlock

unload

untidy
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Change these adjectives 
into adverbs using the 
suffix ‘ly’.

harsh                                                                                                                                                

quick                                                                                                                                                

excited                                                                                                                                              

Write the opposites to these  
words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

lock                                                                                                                                             

tidy                                                                                                                                             

load                                                                                                                                             

Tick the correct type of sentence.

Be quiet, Peter!

exclamation

command

statement

Complete this sentence using 
one contraction word with an 
apostrophe in place of a missing letter.

                   Sunday tomorrow.

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy is                     TV with her 

brothers, David and Kaleb.

watching         watch         watched

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                 

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write 
them correctly four times 
to help him.

roolf                                                    

tsap                                                   

yna                                                   

dlot                                                  

a c e

d f
b
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Change these adjectives into 
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

harsh harshly
quick quickly
excited excitedly

Write the opposites to these  
words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

lock unlock

tidy untidy

load unload

Tick the correct type of sentence.

Be quiet, Peter!

exclamation

command

statement

Complete this sentence using 
one contraction word with an 
apostrophe in place of a missing letter.

It's Sunday tomorrow.

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy is                     TV with her 

brothers, David and Kaleb.

watching         watch         watched

Lucy is watching TV with her 
brothers, David and Kaleb.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write them 
correctly four times to help him.

roolf  floor floor floor floor

tsap  past past past past

yna  any any any any

dlot  told told told told

a c e

d f
b
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Change these adjectives 
into adverbs using the 
suffix ‘ly’.

harsh                                                                                                                                                
quick                                                                                                                                                
excited                                                                                                                                              
snappy                                                 

Write the opposites to these  
words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

lock                                                                                                                                             

tidy                                                                                                                                             

load                                                                                                                                               

predictable                                                                                                                                          

Tick the correct type of sentence.

Be quiet, Peter!

exclamation

statement 

command

question

Write a sentence including at 
least one contraction word, with 
an apostrophe in place of a missing 
letter.

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy and her brothers, David and 

Kaleb are                     TV.

watching         watch         watched

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                       

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write 
them correctly four times 
to help him.

htab                                                    

evom                                                   

ysub                                                   

retaw                                                  

sehtolc                                                  

a c e

d f
b
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Change these adjectives into 
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

harsh harshly
quick quickly
excited excitedly
snappy snappily

Write the opposites to these  
words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

lock unlock

tidy untidy

load unload

predictable unpredictable

Tick the correct type of sentence.

Be quiet, Peter!

exclamation

statement 

command

question

Write a sentence including at 
least one contraction word, with 
an apostrophe in place of a missing 
letter.

Answers will vary

Re-write this sentence with the 
correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy and her brothers, David and 

Kaleb are                     TV.

watching         watch         watched

Lucy and her brothers, David and 
Kaleb are watching TV.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt                          
these common exception                
words backwards! Write them 
correctly four times to help him.

htab  bath bath bath bath

evom  move move move move

ysub  busy busy busy busy

retaw  water water water water

sehtolc  clothes clothes clothes 
clothes

a c e

d f
b


